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domain/time-frequency dual-energy imaging in dualenergy X-ray CT: preliminary study. It is well known
that some tissue types, such as bone, water and
fat, have contrasting energies. Consequently, dualenergy X-ray CT (DECT) can be used to enhance the
anatomical information content of conventional CT
through single-energy reconstructions acquired at
different energy levels. A new prototype
energy/spectral-imaging device has been developed
by Shimadzu Company, where 50 and 100 keV CT
projections have been acquired and combined with
conventional CT projections. This new prototype,
which we refer to as DECT, uses the parameters of
normal dual-energy scans in order to form a new
low frequency domain representation of the
images. In this paper, we show that the new low
frequency domain can be used in order to combine
conventional and DECT images to enhance the
anatomical information content of dual-energy CT.
We first demonstrate that, on laboratory phantoms,
DECT images have a higher signal-to-noise ratio
than standard low-dose dual-energy CT images.
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Then, through simulation, we show that the low
frequency domain of DECT has the potential to
improve tumor conspicuity and to reduce the
apparent size of bone metastases. Finally, we apply
a prototype of low frequency domain/timefrequency DECT to two clinical cases in which
conventional and DECT images were available for
validation. DECT images exhibit a high tissue
differentiation in bone, soft tissue and lymph nodes,
which is due to the signal processing method we
used for the images.Q: Won't my game auto-save?
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New COMET Video CyberLinkâ€³s CyberLink HQ
allows anyone to easily create, edit and share
professional-quality videos in no time. HQ lets you
easily capture moving images using a webcam or
built-in camera, trim, edit and assemble them into
creative clips, and upload them to a cloud storage
account. HQâ€s Video Broadcasting feature lets
you broadcast live video directly from HQ, or upload
video clips from a hard drive. HQâ€s
MovieMakerâ¢ allows you to edit any MOV, MPG,
MPEG, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, AVI, DVD, VCD, SAV, DAT,
WMV, and RM files. Powerful clip and movie editing
tools Capture live video using webcam or built-in
camera Create and edit creative clips Capture video
files from a hard drive or web camera Broadcast
live video Capture, edit and share video clips online
Edit any MOV, MPG, MPEG, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, AVI,
DVD, VCD, SAV, DAT, WMV, and RM files Integrated
cloud service for easy file sharing and backup An
intuitive interface that makes editing even easier
Organize video files to create collections and
playlists Share and store video files online Latest
version includes 16 new clip effects that can
transform your video even more Store your clips in
the cloud to access them from any device Quickly
add titles and captions to make your video look
more professional Create collections and playlists to
quickly find the clips you need Connect to YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Vimeo, and other online
video sites Get started in 30 secondsâ€¦ or less
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